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EXCLUSIVE: 'If it wasn't for Mariah Carey I'd
be dead.' How star's back-up singer was
told she had a failing liver and only two
months to live when the Grammy winner
came to her rescue
Deborah Cooper, 60, was a back-up singer for Mariah Carey and Luther
Vandross and a member of the 90's group C + C Music Factory
She performed for Bill Clinton
Suffering from liver cancer, her weight dropped from 160 lbs to 90 lbs
She had to walk with a cane, but also had an enormous tumor that made
her look like she was pregnant
Deborah was put on a transplant list and waited to die
She needed money for a special holistic treatment program - money she
didn't have
A friend called Mariah's right hand man and explained what was going on
Within 24 hours he called back and said 'Mariah wants to know where to
send the money' - no questions asked
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Deborah Cooper says she is alive today because of Mariah Carey.
The former back-up singer for the multiple Grammy winner, Cooper was at death's door, told she had
just two months to live when Mariah made it possible to get the treatment that ultimately saved her.
Deborah was suffering from liver cancer and had shriveled from her normal weight of 160lbs to just
90lbs. She had to walk with a cane, but also had an enormous tumor that made her look like she was
pregnant with twins.
The singer, 60, who had No.1 hits and performed at the White House as part of 90's group C + C
Music Factory, had isolated herself from friends and family once she realized how sick she really was.
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Helping hand: When a friend called Mariah's right hand man and to explain that her former back-up singer
Deborah Cooper was dying of liver disease, there were no questions asked. Carey was eager to help in every
way
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'It started when I just began to feel really tired and my legs felt heavy,' Deborah recalls in an exclusive
interview with Daily Mail Online. 'I thought I was just burnt out at first but then I'd blow up and gain
weight and then lose weight.
'My stomach was always bloated. When my mom finally saw me she was shocked. She insisted I go to
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York right away. That's when I was diagnosed with liver
disease.
'They said without a liver transplant I wouldn't survive. And its not like there was a liver available. I was
very depressed.'
With nothing to do, Deborah went back to her apartment in the Washington Heights section of New
York City and tried to prepare for the inevitable.
At the same time celebrity publicist and author James Hester was desperately trying to get hold of his
long time friend. 'Someone told me that Deborah was dying, but she was never answering my calls,'
he remembers.
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'Finally I left a message and said, "If you don't pick up I am calling the police." That's when she finally
answered and told me what was going on.'
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Weighty matters: Deborah performing before getting sick at left. At right just after she started
treatment...wearing the dress to hide the tumor
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A much healthier looking Deborah less than a year after starting her treatment with Roni DeLuz

Hester, who is the author of the diet book 21 Pounds in 21 Days, with.registered nurse and
naturopathic doctor Roni DeLuz suggested that Deborah seek a holistic treatment with DeLuz at her
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts clinic.
DeLuz said she was certain she could help and offered to take on the case at the deep discount of
$25,000. Unfortunately it was $25,000 Deborah didn't have.
Cue the international superstar.
'I called Michael Richardson, sort of Mariah's right hand man,' says Hester. 'I explained to him what
was going on and asked him if he thought Mariah might help Deborah out.
'Within 24 hours Michael called back and said "Mariah wants to know where to send the money." Just
like that, no questions asked.'
Hester, who had known the singer for many years and had arranged for her to sing for the likes of Bill
Clinton, Gianni Versace and Vogue's Anna Wintour, couldn't believe his eyes when he picked up
Deborah at her apartment.
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'I always felt female
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Caitlyn Jenner admits
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struggling to accept her
true self in moving
video
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not being free for 65
years is heart-breaking':
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Hester, who is the author of the diet book 21 Pounds in 21 Days, with .Roni DeLuz (right) suggested that
Deborah seek a holistic treatment with DeLuz at her Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts clinic. Robin Quivers
(left) did the diet

'I didn't even know who it was when she got close to my car,' he says. 'It was stunning. She looked like
an old, pregnant woman. Her face was gaunt and she could hardly walk.'
Deborah wasn't the same person who had been part of Mariah's inner circle and toured around the
world with her.
'We got very close very quickly,' Deborah explains. 'She is a hoot. She loves to laugh and we just
connected. We could sing harmonies together as soon as we met.
'I started working with her on her second album and sang on songs like Emotions and Make it Happen.
We all became very tight, a family. When we were out on tour Mariah always had a hard time falling
asleep and her backup singers would stay with her laughing and joking until she could fall asleep. It
was a great time.'
Deborah adds that Mariah was always a generous friend on stage. While she was working with
Mariah, Deborah and C + C Music Factory had a huge dance hit with Pride: A Deeper Love. During
her shows Mariah would always ask Deborah to sing it.
'She wanted her singers to have a moment to shine,' Deborah says. 'We had a very loyal partnership.'
Even though Deborah was thrilled that Mariah had offered the money for her treatment Deborah was
still very skeptical that it would make any difference at this stage of her illness.
But the woman who first started singing in the church choir, decided to take a leap of faith and travel to
the Martha's Vineyard Holistic Retreat.
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The singer, 60, who had No.1 hits and performed at the Bill Clinton White House as part of 90's group C + C
Music Factory
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Deborah also sang back up for famed soul singer Luther Vandross, who died in 2005
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Deborah adds that Mariah was always a generous friend on stage. While she was working with Mariah,
Deborah and C + C Music Factory (above) had a huge dance hit with Pride: A Deeper Love. During her shows
Mariah would always ask Deborah to sing it

'When we were driving a piece of metal came flying off a truck and sideswiped our car,' she
remembers. 'We couldn't believe it had missed us and then we looked in the other direction and saw
this big truck that said G.O.D. which stands for "Good on Delivery" but we took it as a sign that
everything was going to be okay.'
Under DeLuz's direction Deborah began an intensive program of easy to digest nutritional shakes with
more than 40 vitamins from fruits and vegetables every two hours to detoxify and repair her damaged
organs from the toxic chemicals in the body, oxygen therapy to reduce the size of the tumor and
therapy to change her emotional state of mind.
'The body can make miraculous changes if you allow it to,' DeLuz says. 'We were providing Deborah
with good nutrition at the highest level.'
DeLuz also worked in conjunction with Deborah's doctors in New York, who told her that she wasn't
going to do any harm with her nutritional program, but in Deborah's case it wasn't going to do any
good.
'One of her physicians said to me, "I don't care what you do, it's not going to make any difference." He
had given up on Deborah,' she remembers. 'But we measured her tumor and as the days progressed it
was going down.'
After 30 days, Mariah asked Deborah to come to one of her shows. Their reunion backstage was an
emotional one.
'Mariah got emotional when she saw Deborah,' Hester remembers. 'She started to cry because
Deborah still looked sick. But I told her that Deborah looked remarkably better than when I first saw
her. The change was dramatic.'
Deborah continued to follow Dr. DeLuz's protocol.
'It took about a year, but the tumor eventually disappeared,' Deborah says. 'I went back to my doctors
in New York and they said that my liver was working better than before. Faith and love and Dr. Roni
got me through this.
'God had a plan for me. Faith works when something that seems impossible becomes possible. Dr.
Roni gave me hope and made me feel like I wanted to fight to live.'
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But DeLuz says that what some call a miracle is
simply taking careful care of the body.
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Deborah says Roni DeLuz's treatment saved her life
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These days at 60 years old, Deborah is happy and healthy and has lived 9 years beyond her diagnosis. She
has even started performing again

'A lot of people need what Deborah needed,' she says. 'In this country we aren't giving our bodies what

Catwoman returns!
Halle Berry brings her
old role back to life and
looks like the cat that
got the cream in black
leather dress at the
ESPY Awards

it needs because we aren't eating real food. If you have to open a can or eat something processed you
are doing yourself a disservice.
'Cancer is created because we are carrying these toxic load of chemicals in our bodies. Your body
needs 43 different nutrients every day to be whole.'
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These days at 60 years old, Deborah is happy and healthy and has lived 9 years beyond her
diagnosis. She has even started performing again.
She wowed the crowds who lined up to see her perform Pride at New York's recent gay pride
weekend.
She also intends on being one of the first to see Mariah in concert when she begins her Las Vegas
residency next year.
'I am so grateful to God, Mariah, James and Dr. Roni for helping me through this,' she says. 'Life is
soooo good.'
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Just Saying, Wherever, United States, less than a minute ago

By all accounts Mariah is and has been very generous and kind. It's not usually publicized,
which speaks volumes about her. This is not the only person she has helped. Team Mariah. Find
happiness.
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RAA, cyberville, France, 3 minutes ago

R.I.P. Luther Vandross.
New Comment

Reply

Blondey Dundee, Zippity Do Dah, Australia, 6 minutes ago

Very kind of Mariah. Seems everything about her lately is so negative...it's nice to read a positive
story. I hope she finds peace and happiness for her and her children's sake.
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kitty, london, United Kingdom, 13 minutes ago

Mariah is literally one of the last living legends in the music business. When she goes we're
doomed even though the music industry itself is already doomed
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Pak31, USA, 13 minutes ago

Mariah was so much cuter when she was thinner.
New Comment
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Zebrah, Pittsburgh, United States, 14 minutes ago
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oh wow! thats great of Mariah!
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Chowdahead, Victoria, Canada, 32 minutes ago

How wonderful!
New Comment
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SkyDart, Somewhere in the Eastern, United States, 33 minutes ago

Awe, Luther Vandross. I loved his music and was genuinely sad when he died.
New Comment
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MORE TOP STORIES

'Trans people deserve something
vital: your respect': Emotional
Caitlyn Jenner delivers moving 10minute speech after winning
Courage award...
Caitlyn Jenner tearfully thanked her family while
accepting the Arthur Ashe Courage Award on
Wednesday at the ESPYs in Los Angeles, giving...
256 comments

2 videos

Hearse arrives at Bobbi Kristina's
hospice hours after mysterious tent
was erected by the back door
A hearse on Wednesday arrived to the hospice
where Bobbi Kristina Brown has been receiving care
for the last three weeks.
264 comments

3 videos

Bobby Brown and his wife Alicia
Ethridge take inspiration from
Buddhism as they 'name their
newborn daughter Bodhi'
Bobby Brown and his wife have named their
daughter Bodhi, according to reports.
11 comments

2 videos

How to get a flat stomach TODAY:
What you should eat for breakfast,
snacks, lunch and dinner to beat
bloat in just 24 hours (and the
foods...
EXCLUSIVE: Nutritionists Lovisa Nilsson from
Lifesum and Shauna Wilkinson from Nutricentre have
devised a one-day and three-day...
182 comments

1 video

Ben Affleck spotted in
Beverley Hills with his
wedding ring back on
as it's claimed he and
Jennifer Garner wear
them 'for the sake of
their kids'
Actress Margot Robbie
flips the bird as she
poses for fun ComicCon selfie with Suicide
Squad cast-mates Will
Smith and Cara
Delevingne in San
Diego
Jennifer Garner still
has wedding ring on as
it's claimed she and Ben
Affleck won't take
bands off 'for sake of
kids' (and they
communicate only
through TEXT)
Diplo claims Kim
Kardashian has edged
out Madonna... after
Sinead O'Connor said
Rolling Stone
'murdered' music by
putting her on their
cover
'Onwards and
upwards!': Calum Best
confirms he has split
from model girlfriend
Ianthe Rose for the
second time
Lindsay Lohan's ex
Not exterminated,
then! BBC reveal hit
show Doctor Who 'will
return to screens for
tenth series' alongside
The Musketeers
The show will go on
Zac Efron's High
School Musical co-star
Justin Martin arrested in
Boston after shootout
with police
The 21-year-old played
Donny Dion in the film
Spooky little monster!
Lady Gaga shares a
glimpse of bloody
American Horror Story:
Hotel script as she
prepares for hair-raising
role on hit series
Russell Brand accuses
member of his audience
of being a 'young Nazi'
only to find out he is
Jewish
Controversial comic
heckled him in London
Nice bodywork! Amber
Rose shows off her
chassis and her hot
pink car isn't bad either
as she takes her new
wheels for a spin in Los
Angeles
Southern bun in the
oven! Party Down South
2 star Raven Stein
expecting a baby with
costar Bradley Mitchell
after rekindling their
romance

MASSIVE war simulation 'Jade
Helm' gets underway across seven
states as conspiracy theorists flock
to shadow the secretive exercise in
fear...
The U.S. military began its secretive three-month,
seven-state military exercise on Wednesday in
Texas, as conservative volunteers prepared...
190 comments

1 video

George H.W. Bush is stable in
Maine hospital after breaking a
bone in his neck during fall at
family compound
The former president, 91, will remain hospitalized at
least through Thursday night and will need a neck
brace after suffering a fall at his...
442 comments

2 videos

Shawshank escapee is moved to
solitary confinement: David Sweat
forced to stay in isolation cell for 23
hours a day after spending past
week...
Convicted murderer David Sweat, who made a
daring Shawshank-style escape last month, has
been sent to solitary confinement at Five Points...
9 comments

1 video

Judge fines Uber $7.3M and says it
'should be suspended' in California
for not complying with new state
ride-sharing laws
The California Public Utilities Commission claimed
Uber did not comply with state laws introduced in
2013 to ensure drivers treat all...

Is Tara PalmerTomkinson headed for
another meltdown?
British Socialite's
worryingly thin frame
raises eyebrows at
society party
'Mothers, daughters,
rebels': Carey Mulligan
and Meryl Streep have
the fighting spirit as
new posters from their
big screen biopic
Suffragette are released
Maria Menounos 'will
replace Giuliana Rancic
as anchor of E! News
after network pushed
her out because they
tired of her
controversies'
Game Of Thrones star
Nathalie Emmanuel
shows off her toned
curves in tiny black
bikini as she enjoys
Italian getaway
She plays Missandei
Shayne Lamas'
stepmother gives birth
to Shayne's baby:
Surrogate carries child
for Bachelor star after
near-fatal pregnancy
Former Bachelor star
EXCLUSIVE: Louis
Tomlinson's mom has
seen his love child's
scan and both family's
are bonding - but why is
pregnant stylist talking
about hiring a lawyer?

16 comments

Former foundation head of Subway
Jared Fogle's charity 'asked friend
if he and another woman could
come to her house and have
threeway sex...
Russell Taylor, the former head of Subway
spokesman Jared Fogle's charitable foundation, is
being accused of asking a woman if he could have...
comments

1 video

First look INSIDE El Chapo's
Mexican prison cell and the 50cm
wide tunnel entrance cunningly
concealed in the shower cubicle the jail...
The images - showing the 50cm-by-50cm hole at the
base of El Chapo's shower - coincide with news that
the drug lord would have paid guards...
106 comments
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6 videos

Sponsored Links by Taboola

'She's fine': Louis
Tomlinson informed ex
Eleanor Calder about
his impending
'fatherhood' just months
after split
One Direction singer has
a love child on the way
EXCLUSIVE: Holly
Madison was a 'weirdo'
who had such a 'Single
White Female'
obsession with Hugh
Hefner, bunny
housemate claims
Newly married Nikki
Reed lands role in
supernatural drama
Sleepy Hollow as iconic
creator of American flag
Betsy Ross who has an
unsuspecting prowess
'Kris Jenner is
furious': Kourtney
Kardashian's family
thinks she deserves
'much better' than Scott
Disick... as Kanye tells
him to 'man up'
This line is explosive!
Kendall and Kylie
Jenner blow up a
building while modeling
their latest PacSun
collection in Wild Westthemed campaign video

Why You Should Be Ordering Your Wine Online
Popdust for Tasting Room

Drivers Surprised They Never Knew This Rule

Worried your derriere
will look big on the
beach? Buy SMALLER
briefs... granny pants
emphasize curves while
a skimpier cut slims
your bottom

Provide-Savings Insurance Quotes

You'll Be Surprised to Know These 21 Insured Body Parts
Fropky

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Supermodel Jourdan
Dunn goes topless as
she slips into a string of
rainbow swimwear for
sizzling beach shoot
Posed on a Rio beach
Kim Richards 'will not
be a cast member of
any kind' on Real
Housewives Of Beverly
Hills after she 'fled
rehab in the middle of
the night'
Rollercoaster
romance! Miley Cyrus
feeds girlfriend Stella
Maxwell candy as they
enjoy thrill rides at
Disneyland
Miley's 'dating the model'
How to eat like
Britney: Spears'
shopping list reveals
double icing Oreos,
baby pizzas and
cinnamon rolls (and
there's a reference to
'boobs' and 'nose')
Britney Spears puts on
a leggy display in tiny
black shorts and heels
during grocery trip in
LA
The singer is single after
her recent split from
Charlie Ebersol
Helen Mirren, 69,
covers up her iconic
bikini body with a
glamorous holiday
kaftan as she enjoys
yacht trip with friends
Still sexy in her sixties
Zoe Kravitz claims she
was shut out of
auditions for The Dark
Knight Rises because
producers thought she
was 'too urban'
Her dad is Lenny Kravitz
Smoke and mirrors!
Newly-single Charlize
Theron puffs a sneaky
cigarette on the set of
The Huntsman as she
prepares to reprise evil
Queen Ravenna
ABC forced Whoopi
Goldberg to change her
stance on Bill Cosby
rape allegations 'after
overwhelming number
of viewer complaints'
Now says he's guilty
She loves her spots!
Sofia Vergara takes out
her favorite five inch
leopard wedges to run
errands in LA
The 43-year-old is always
seen in heels
Did Bradley Cooper
give you those? Suki
Waterhouse reveals
monogrammed satin
thongs.... and her
secrets for date
dressing in Vogue video

Newlyweds Mila Kunis
and Ashton Kutcher
continue to enjoy their
leisurely honeymoon in
Napa Valley with baby
Wyatt in tow
They're a smitten couple
Model goes from
fresh-faced to fashion
icon in mere minutes for
time-lapse video which
documents the
evolution of Italian
beauty trends over the
last 100 years
'Call me!' Kelly Ripa,
44, jokes about Justin
Bieber, 21, after he
confesses to 'crush'
while sharing sexy snap
of her
He's 23 years younger
'Now I know why girls
need a sports bra':
Caitlyn Jenner adjusts
to her new body as she
plays tennis in new I Am
Cait clip
Dressed in tennis whites
May the force be with
her! Amy Schumer goes
completely topless as
she climbs into bed with
Star Wars robots for
hilarious new GQ shoot
Promoting Trainwreck
Matt Bellamy, 37, puts
on a passionate display
with Kate Hudson
lookalike girlfriend Elle
Evans, 25, as she slips
into a bikini for
romantic St
Tropez getaway
Heather Thomson
'QUITS Real
Housewives Of NYC
after three seasons
because there is too
much drama to deal
with'
More time for business
Still out of Holly
Golightly's price range:
Breakfast at Tiffany's
house sells for $7.4m
after original $10m
asking price was
dropped by a quarter
'I didn't realize she
was an icon': Audrey
Hepburn's son reveals
she was an ordinary
mother and he had no
idea her friends were
famous
Obese 342lb mom-oftwo with a terminally-ill
husband sheds 160LBS
so that she will be able
to care for her children
when their dad is gone

'Do you even like
men?': Lena Dunham
reveals Diane Keaton
had assumed the Girls
star was a lesbian
during Jennifer
Aniston's holiday party
Minka Kelly steps out
and takes to Twitter to
deny romance rumors
with Sean Penn after he
joined her for recent
birthday dinner
Denied they're dating

Robin Thicke and
Pharrell get $2m
trimmed off Blurred
Lines payout... but
Marvin Gaye's family
will still get $5.3m and
share song's future
earnings
The tooth is out there:
Robin Thicke emerges
from dentist with gaping
hole in smile
The Blurred Lines singer
lost part of his Hollywood
smile
'If she licks, we lick!'
Ariana Grande's fans
defend the singer's
donut shop outburst by
posting bizarre pictures
of themselves defiantly
licking donuts
Working up a sweat!
David Beckham doesn't
miss a beat as he gets
stuck into his strict
fitness regime at spin
class
Former soccer star is 40
So many parties, so
little TIE! Lewis
Hamilton smiles as he
gains entry to men's
fashion show with a
bare collar... after
sartorial fail at
Wimbledon
NBA star Stephen
Curry's daughter Riley
cradles her new baby
sister Ryan in adorable
first snap (with a little
help from mom)
Now a family of four
EXCLUSIVE: 'Get the
f*** outta here!' It's deja
VIEW all over again as
co-hosts of TV talk
show The Real are at
war after Jeannie Mai
sides with Donald
Trump
Yummy mummy! Jada
Pinkett Smith, 43, rocks
a Madonna Like a Virgin
T-shirt with sexy neon
heels in Calabasas
About to air her human
trafficking documentary
George Lucas to be
honored for
contribution to the arts
at Kennedy Center gala
with Carole King and
the Eagles
He's had a lasting impact
on pop culture
Look away, Kourtney!
Chloe Bartoli is seen for
the first time since she
was pictured putting on
a cosy display with
former flame Scott
Disick
Kendall Jenner goes
braless in a daring
plunging white shirt and
nearly suffers wardrobe
malfunction as she
prepares to support

Caitlyn Jenner at
ESPYS

Romance on the
Riviera! Elle
Macpherson flashes
taut torso and cuddles
up to billionaire beau
Jeffrey Sollar as they
continue voyage on
board their luxury yacht
Making a royal
appearance for the very
first time... Sweden's
new Princess Sofia (and
her handsome husband
Prince Carl-Philip)
First official appearance
Shopping for a cause!
Jordana Brewster,
JoAnna Garcia Swisher
and Jenna DewanTatum are arm-in-arm at
LA fundraiser
Glamorous friends
It's a boy! Lorenzo
Lamas' wife Shawna
Craig, 29, gives birth to
his daughter Shayne's
baby after serving as
surrogate
Former Bachelor star
George Clooney and
wife Amal take family
out to dinner in Italy...
where her little sister
Tala steals the spotlight
in a sizzling red outfit
Dressed to impress
'Of Course Bill Cosby
is guilty': Former 'Cosby
Show' cast member
writes a blog about
comedian's rape
allegations
Played his son-in-law
Pregnant Kim
Kardashian puts on
another busty display in
a low-cut black dress as
she enjoys date night
with Kanye West
Dined in Santa Monica
Justin Bieber shows
off cupping marks as he
poses shirtless and
insists he is happily
single in Interview
magazine
Been detoxing with cups
I won't be back!
Patrick
Schwarzenegger, 21,
looks bleary-eyed while
leaving raucous
nightclub after modeling
gig in LA with a pretty
blonde
Jennifer Lawrence
fires shotgun in parking
lot as she and Bradley
Cooper team up for
fourth film together in
trailer for Joy
Fourth time as co-stars
Chris Brown's aunt was
'held hostage in a closet
by armed intruders at
his Los Angeles home
while singer made club
appearance'

Our GIANT lives!
Women who stand at
over 6ft 6in documented
in new series - including
a 16-year-old who is 6ft
9in and struggles to fit
her legs into most cars
Dinner for two! Uma
Thurman is unable to
hide her smile as she
enjoys a romantic late
night outing with on-off
boyfriend Andre Balazs
in London
Footballer JJ Watt
completes his lifelong
goal of meeting his
celebrity crush Jennifer
Aniston
The Houston Texans star
is her superfan
Long and the short of
it! Jennifer Lopez dons
billowing green pants
as she arrives to
Shades Of Blue set
sporting her new 'do
She turns 46 next week
James Corden unites
old and new as he is
joined by Rod Stewart
and A$AP Rocky for
hilarious Carpool
Karaoke session
Chat show host sang
Still got it! Age defying
Rachel Hunter, 45, and
her model daughter
Renee Stewart, 23,
could be mistaken for
sisters as they enjoy
girls' shopping trip
Marijuana advocate
Susan Sarandon invites
rappers A$AP Rocky
and Action Bronson to
'blaze one up' after
she's name-checked in
song
Jessica Chastain is
effortlessly elegant in a
black and white
jumpsuit as she jets
into the UK to continue
filming for The
Huntsman
Kim Zolciak proudly
displays her best assets
in a skimpy bikini while
thanking plastic
surgeon as he 'turned
them back into 16-yearold tatas'
Had several procedures
Prints charming!
Sarah Hyland keeps it
floral for a girls' night
out in West Hollywood
The Modern Family star,
24, left Bootsy Bellow's
nightclub solo
'I shan't be walking that
runway again!' Lena
Dunham admits
performing with Taylor
Swift and supermodel
friends made her feel
'chubby' and 'short'

Inside the very
glamorous life of
Princess Diana's
stunning niece Lady
Kitty Spencer: Nights
out at London's hottest
haunts with A-listers
The red carpet regular
you WON'T recognize:
Mysterious Israeli
socialite whose life is a
whirlwind of yachts,
designer dresses and Alist friends
The couple that dress
together: Lara Bingle
and Sam Worthington
go hand in hand as they
step out in matching
black outfits
They are new parents

DON'T MISS
She's got a nose for
trends! Madonna, 56,
copies her teenage
daughter Lourdes, 18,
as she debuts an edgy
new septum piercing
That's gotta hurt
'Dammit Kylie!' Jenner
admits she 'grew up too
fast' as she shares a
photo from an old
Keeping Up With The
Kardashians episode
Went back on her word
Still a '10'! Beautiful
Bo Derek supports
longtime love John
Corbett at premiere of
his new TV series
Sex&Drugs&Rock&Roll
Sex symbol in 1970s
Carole Middleton
reveals top tips for
hosting a 'successful
Disney party' in the run
up to Prince George's
second birthday... on a
budget
A model look: Cara
Delevingne has a hairraising moment in
stunning previously

unseen high fashion
shoot
Model went glam

Gone with the wind!
Katie Holmes suffers a
rare bad hair day as her
locks get whipped up
during a blustery stroll
around New York
Dressed down in NYC
Goldie Hawn, 69, slips
her slim figure into
skinny jeans and a lowcut top as she enjoys a
relaxed dinner date
Kate Hudson's mother

Eliminated
Bachelorette contestant
JJ Lane rushed to
hospital after being
attacked by gang as he
left show after-party
Admitted to the ER
Sienna Miller and
fiancé Tom Sturridge
'call off their
engagement and split
after four years
together'
Their daughter is three
Bikini clad Alessandra
Ambrosio plants a kiss
on her cute son Noah as
she enjoys another
happy family day at
Brazilian beach
Victoria's Secret Angel
So, Hugh's aged
better? Hugh Grant, 54,
or his screen rival - and
exact contemporary Colin Firth, who's also
54
British actors were born
just one day apart
Life's a beach! Jessica
Simpson flashes her
cleavage in a daring
white swimsuit as she
drags out 35th birthday
celebrations
Partying in St Barts
Jeremy Clarkson
touches down in Perth
with James May and
Richard Hammond as
they prepare for
Australian leg of live
Top Gear shows
Doctor in charge of
Joan Rivers' fatal throat
surgery DID take photos
of the sedated
comedian in the
operating room, court
records reveal
Multimillion-dollar suit
'I was using
hyperbole!': Batman v
Superman star Jesse
Eisenberg defends
comparing Comic-Con
to 'genocide' after fan
backlash
'He's happy and very
excited': Louis
Tomlinson is 'expecting
a baby with Los
Angeles stylist Briana

Jungwirth'
One Direction star set to
be a young dad

Body beautiful!
Caroline Wozniacki
sports a plunging aqua
gown as Lindsey Vonn
puts on a leggy display
in yellow at starstudded pre-ESPYS
bash
Johnny Depp's wife
Amber Heard
summoned to court
over bringing terriers
Pistol and Boo into
Australia on a private
jet
Illegally brought dogs
Avril Lavigne and
Chad Kroeger buy
$5.4million mansion as
they uproot from
Canada to Los Angeles
Celebrated second
wedding anniversary
'A group of girls
jumped me at school':
Model Winnie Harlow
recalls years of bullying
and abuse in powerful
new essay about her
skin condition
'The one man who
drives me absolutely
mad': AnnaLynne
McCord hints at
reconciliation with her
'love' Dominic Purcell
eight months after split
Doting father Orlando
Bloom treats mini-me
son Flynn to a
refreshing ice drink... as
Miranda Kerr's romance
with Snapchat founder
Evan Spiegel blossoms
Another concert,
another surprise!
Shirtless Jason Derulo
joins Taylor Swift on
stage for a special tour
performance in
Washington
Amazon Studios
acquires new Spike Lee
film to be its first
release
'Chi-Raq' was shot
entirely in Chicago and
wrapped last week
From Summer Bay to
mystery thriller: Actress
Rebecca Breeds joins
the cast of Pretty Little
Liars along with fellow
Home and Away star
Tammin Sursok
Karrueche Tran
brightens up her skinny
jeans and T-shirt with
cerise ankle boots as
she visits Christina
Milian's clothing store
Made basic look fab
Delighted Camilla gets a
very warm welcome at
British primary school
as she makes a public
appearance

She's The Duchess of
Cornwall

Would you spend
$1,000 on a BAG
STRAP? Fendi releases
costly new leather
accessory
About to launch its Strap
You collection
Breaking a sweat!
Candice Swanepoel
bares her taut midriff in
sports bra and skintight
leggings as she hits the
gym in New York
Victoria's Secret Angel
Simply stunning!
Rachel McAdams looks
effortlessly chic in black
high neck dress as she
joins co-star Jake
Gyllenhaal to promote
their film Southpaw
Making hearts flutter!
Minka Kelly glows in
sexy off-the-shoulder
dress at bash in LA
amid rumors she is
dating Sean Penn
Has she found love?
It's a boy! Kim
Kardashian's football
star ex Reggie Bush
welcomes second child
with Lilit Arvagyan on
their wedding
anniversary
Jennifer Lopez shows
off her newly cropped
hair on set for the first
time as she continues
filming Shades Of Blue
J.Lo showcased a fresh
new look
Coordinated couple:
Gigi Hadid and Joe
Jonas opt for matching
sportswear ensembles
as they enjoy a low-key
outing
Couple were in New York
Nick Lachey invests in
an Ohio marijuana grow
center
Ohio resident Nick
Lachey is among five
investors in one of 10
marijuana grow centers
George Lopez denies
he is replacing Trump
on Celebrity Apprentice
as Mexican-American
comedian jokes he'll go
BACK to Mexico if
Donald is elected
Meet the actor who
has stolen Cressida's
heart: Edward Holcroft
has a pedigree as posh
as his girlfriend's and
will next play a gay spy
in upcoming BBC film
Well, that's awkward!
Louis Tomlinson
becomes the butt of his
own joke after the One
Direction star pranked
fans about becoming a
dad THREE years ago

Harry Styles is seen
sporting a baby bump
as Internet explodes
with hilarious memes
after it's revealed 1D's
Louis Tomlinson is 'to
become a father'
As it's revealed Louis
Tomlinson is to be a
first-time father, just
who is the One
Direction star's baby
mama Briana
Jungwirth?
Risen from obscurity
Alexa Chung
showcases her long
legs in chic black miniskirt and pussybow
blouse to host exclusive
fashion dinner
British style icon
A better flight, this
time? A smiling Kate
Moss slips into a chic
all-black ensemble as
she breezes through
Heathrow Airport
Kept her calm in London
Together again! Tina
Fey and Amy Poehler
reunite in trailer for
Sisters as they promote
film on The Tonight
Show with Jimmy Fallon
Comediennes reunited
Rapper DMX
sentenced to six
months behind bars for
failing to pay child
support
Jailed on Tuesday in New
York and ordered to serve
sentence
Future reveals he was
the one to call of his
engagement to Ciara...
and says it 'had nothing
to do with cheating'
Reportedly cheated on
her with his stylist
Rihanna rocks her wild
curls in a high ponytail
as she puts on a leggy
display during night out
in New York
Certainly caught attention

What a gem! Mila
Kunis is seen dripping
in rubies in hypnotic
short campaign film for
Gemfields
The 31-year-old is the
brand ambassador
EJ Johnson
showcases his drastic
180lbs weight loss in a
mesh shirt and shorts
as he shops for a new
wardrobe
Son of basketball star
Minnie-me! Actress
Driver and son Henry
show off their matching
curls as he slides
through LAX airport on
a suitcase
Jet-setting mom and son

Explosive new trailer
for Fantastic Four sees
Miles Teller and Kate
Mara ensemble their
team of superheroes as
they take on nemesis
Doctor Doom
Prince George's
second birthday to be
celebrated with release
of commemorative
silver £5 coin in the UK depicting St George and
the dragon
'Times are hard out
here': 50 Cent looks
dapper at Southpaw
press conference as he
jokes about bankruptcy
by posing with a Smart
Car
Hilary Swank shows
her fit figure at Sports
Humanitarian Of The
Year Awards after
revealing she's put
career on hold to care
for her father
'Don't be all, like,
uncool': Luann de
Lesseps urges Heather
Thomson to calm down
during racy row on
RHONY
Yet more drama
Devastated singer
Nick Cave and his wife
visit English cliff where
one of their 15-year-old
twin sons plunged 60ft
to his death in tragic
accident
Grieving for their son
Is the stress too
much? Kourtney
Kardashian shows off
grey hair at her temples
in wake of split with
Scott Disick
A lot of pressure
Newly single Ben
Affleck swaps the
Batmobile for a Hellcat
as he takes new Dodge
muscle car for a spin
Limited edition Dodge
Challenger Hellcat
'Being around her is
inspirational!' Brody
Jenner opens up about
his new relationship
with transgender parent
Caitlyn Jenner
Bonding since transition
'I'm actually scared
s**tless': Tom Cruise
performs his own stunt
and clings to the side of
a plane as it takes off in
behind-the-scenes
video
Hello sailor! Selena
Gomez looks lovely in a
nautical striped top and
flared trousers for a
beach photo shoot
The 22-year-old singer
posed in Malibu
Amy Schumer flashes
sideboob in a low-cut
clinging black number
for New York premiere
of her film Trainwreck
Plays the leading role in
and wrote the film

Christina Milian turns
into a stylish Cinderella
as she sweeps the shop
floor in red and white
printed hot pants
Prepared for the We Are
Pop Culture pop up store
Sister act! Kim
Kardashian shows off
her pregnancy curves in
clingy grey tube dress
as sibling Khloe flaunts
long legs in Daisy
Dukes and high heels
Rod Stewart sparks
outrage after posing in
$2,800 sealskin coat
before concert in
Canada
Anti-fur protesters were
outraged by him
Raising the bra! Kesha
takes airport dressing
to new extremes as she
flashes her underwear
in a sheer white gown at
LAX
Traveled with boyfriend
'You stick with your
wife!' Joe Manganiello
gets a hilarious lecture
from a grandmother of 5
who tells him to always
put his future bride
Sofía Vergara 'first'
La Dolce Vita! Helen
Mirren joins Antonio
Banderas and his
girlfriend Nicole Kimpel
at a lavish gala during
Italy's Ischia Festival
Joined the couple
Friend of the feline!
Singer and ex husband
of Mandy Moore, Ryan
Adams, uses Twitter to
rescue a lost cat in New
Zealand
Got lost in a cemetery
The Great Escaper:
Porsche which
Hollywood bad boy
Steve McQueen
customized to flee
police and paparazzi
goes up for sale with
$1.5m price tag
Pierce Brosnan's
model son Dylan cuts
an edgy figure in a
military-style jacket and
skinny jeans after
enjoying lunch date
with his girlfriend
He's a good sport!
Proud father Boris
Becker puts a protective
arm around his teenage
son Elias, 15, as he
treats him to dinner
Former world No.1
Just like daddy! Josh
Duhamel and sweet son
Axl sport matching
backwards baseball
caps as they enjoy a
father-son day out
Father-son bonding
Mane attraction! Kelly
Rowland flaunts her
voluminous curls and
highlights her cleavage
in a plunging jumpsuit
at LA bash
Destiny's Child star

Curly girlie! Rihanna
sports a wild mane of
tousled ringlets as she
slips into a bold graphic
print minidress for latenight recording session

Lauryn Hill cancels
upcoming London gig
after being barred from
the UK for 'past legal
situation'
Stems from tax evasion
conviction
What a sweetheart!
Karlie Kloss grabs a
dozen cupcakes as she
dons casual capris and
a comfy sweater in New
York City
Got a sweet teeth?
That's who they called!
Dan Aykroyd confirms
that he will cameo in the
new Ghostbusters
reboot... before his
tweet spookily vanishes
To star in remake?
Can a photo predict
relationship trouble?
Tracey Cox reveals the
secret signs captured
on camera that show
how happy your partner
REALLY is
Miss USA ratings tank
to less than a million
after being dumped by
NBC over Trump's
Mexico comments
Just 924,000 tuned in to
watch the competition
Wild thing! Hilary Duff
goes on the prowl in
vibrant animal print
maxi dress for a casual
lunch date
The 27-year-old flashed a
cheery wave
'That's my line': Emma
Stone reveals she
taught Woody Allen how
Twitter works... only to
discover Tweet she
used to explain is from
one of his films
Size 22 woman who
downed 15 pints of
cider a week loses
154lbs after falling off a
chair on a night out
because she was 'so
massive'
Now a healthy weight
Terminally ill Ed
Sheeran fan, who
refused organ
transplant to complete
bucket list, ticks off first
item... meeting the
singer backstage
Eating avocados,
shunning Botox and
wearing lipstick: Dame
Joan Collins, 82, reveals
age-defying secrets as
she launches
'seductive' new
fragrance
Baz Luhrmann and
Catherine Martin put
their sprawling NINE
bedroom Australian
mansion on the market
for a jaw-dropping
$16million

'Bob Dylan must be
f**king horrified': Sinead
O'Connor launches foulmouthed rants over Kim
Kardashian's Rolling
Stone cover
Cover of July issue
Crown Princess Mary's
youngest daughter
Princess Josephine,
four, 'injured in horse
riding accident' at
summer palace
Had a cast fitted
Stern Kourtney
Kardashian has her war
paint at the ready as
she films KUWTK with
Kim and Khloe amid
Scott Disick split
Looking her best
50 Cent holds a wad of
cash at Hollywood strip
club where dollar bills
fall like confetti... hours
after filing for
bankruptcy
Flashing the cash
'He will be great':
Smallville's Michael
Rosenbaum says he's
not jealous Jesse
Eisenberg was cast as
Lex Luthor
Very gracious actor
'Please say this isn't
real': One Directioners
erupt in disbelief and
devastation on Twitter
as Louis Tomlinson 'is
set to become a father'
Unhappy fans
Bronzed Katie Price
poses for a sweet snap
with her cute daughter
Bunny... as she ignores
explosive claims about
ex-husband Peter Andre
and her son Harvey
'They could teach me
things!' Brody Jenner
insists his teenage
sisters Kendall and
Kylie are clued up on
sex as he promotes
risque new TV series

Today's headlines

Most Read

'Trans people deserve something vital:
your respect': Emotional Caitlyn Jenner
delivers moving 10-minute...
Hearse arrives at Bobbi Kristina's hospice
hours after mysterious tent was erected by
the back door
Bobby Brown and his wife Alicia Ethridge
take inspiration from Buddhism as they
'name their newborn daughter...
How to get a flat stomach TODAY: What you
should eat for breakfast, snacks, lunch and
dinner to beat bloat...
MASSIVE war simulation 'Jade Helm' gets
underway across seven states as
conspiracy theorists flock to shadow...
George H.W. Bush is stable in Maine hospital
after breaking a bone in his neck during fall at
family...
Shawshank escapee is moved to solitary
confinement: David Sweat forced to stay
in isolation cell for 23...
Judge fines Uber $7.3M and says it 'should
be suspended' in California for not complying
with new state...
Former foundation head of Jared Fogle's
charity 'asked woman if he and a friend
could come to her house and...

First look INSIDE El Chapo's Mexican prison
cell and the 50cm wide tunnel entrance
cunningly concealed in...
Did a little jailbirdie help El Chapo fly the
coop? 'Sparrow used to test escape route'
Florida man finds two bugs on United Airlines
website and is rewarded with 1 MILLION free
miles (that's...
The beasts behind the beauty queen wife
of El Chapo: She married to unite a cartel,
her drug lord uncle was...
Brother of woman 'murdered by illegal
Mexican immigrant' says Donald Trump is
'using' and 'sensationalizing'...
Donald Trump is worth $10 BILLION, says
his campaign as he files a presidential
financial disclosure --...
Hillary Clinton's standing plummets among
Democrats - and just 39% of Americans have
a favorable view of her
Hillary Clinton’s ‘cheapskate campaign’
spent $18million and hired hundreds of
employees in first three...
Horrifying moment aggressive Arizona cop
‘illegally’ enters home and arrests mother in
front of her...
Welcome to Iceworld: Stunning first hi-def
image of Pluto reveals huge 11,000 foot
mountains made of water...
The butt of the joke: Internet wags poke fun
at Pluto with a wave of out-of-this-world
memes including...
What's next for New Horizons? Probe may
be first to venture into icy Kuiper Belt
surrounding our solar...
Was vindicated 'Gone Girl' victim mistakenly
kidnapped? FBI reveals email from group of
abductors who say...
A portrait of a VERY modern family: A
supermodel, a reality TV millionaire and a
son who owns a dog-sitting...
REVEALED: Caitlyn Jenner's reps
'demanded ESPYs award in exchange for PR
plugs and Diane Sawyer interview'
'I always felt female and that scared me':
Caitlyn Jenner admits she 'wasted a lot of
her life' as she...
'How tall is Bruce Jenner? Caitlyn Jenner is
6ft 2': Siri is correcting users who refer to the
Olympic...
Armed intruders 'tailed Chris Brown
before holding the singer's terrified aunt
hostage in his home' while he...
'We did this for America!': U.S. Women's
soccer team take to the stage at the ESPYs
as they receive 'Best...
Obama shuts down reporter who asked
why Iran hostages were not part of
nuclear deal, saying the US is...
MORE HEADLINES
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